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ABSTRACT: Polyethylene terephthalate (PET) is a semi-crystalline polyester that is usually processed by conventional methods. However,

the degradation of this polyester during the melting process impacts its macroscopic behaviour, which is particularly true for recycled PET

that is subjected to multiple processes at the melting temperature by extrusion, injection-moulding or pelletizing. In this work, the impact of

reprocessing on the mechanical properties of PET is studied. This approach requires exploring the influence of implementation on both its

own mechanical performance factor and on the damage linked to the striction problem. An experimental protocol was developed to study

large strain responses through a set of sequenced and instrumented uniaxial traction tests based on the standard ISO-5272-1-A and hourglass

geometries. Updated finite element simulations were coupled with digital image correlation, thereby providing access to the parameters of a

phenomenological model. This coupled approach enables researchers to understand both the complex shape of the stress–strain curve and

the well-known dilatant mechanism that is observed during uniaxial deformation.
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Introduction
Poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) is a linear and semi-

aromatic polyester that is known for its high strength,

transparency, good barrier properties and low cost. The use

of PET has been significantly increasing, particularly in

such applications as beverage bottles, engineering prod-

ucts, films and fibres. This polymer represents an important

component of plastic waste. The PET recycling industry is

the result of environmental pressure to improve waste

management. Although the mechanical recycling of PET

from food packaging is a good method to obtain a new

product with a lower cost, this polymer is notably sensitive

to hydrolytic, thermal and oxidative degradation reactions

that induce chain-cleavage and/or cross linking during

melt processing. Furthermore, high levels of contaminants

(e.g. poly(vinyl chloride) and polyolefins adhesives) in

recycled PET catalyse these mechanisms. The performance

of reprocessed post-consumer PET depends on the optimi-

sation of processing parameters to avoid degradation and

ageing mechanisms, which involve the loss of mechanical

properties: under tension, the occurrence of localisation

phenomena (even at low strain) and the development of

apparent plasticity and strain/stress heterogeneity.

This work studies the impact of microstructural degra-

dation (during the multiple melt processing of recycled

PET) on the mechanical behaviour of PET. To highlight the

link between reprocessing and the loss of mechanical

properties, optical, technical and phenomenological mod-

elling approaches are simultaneously employed:

• Among many optical full-field techniques [1–3], digital

image correlation (DIC [4, 5]) is used to measure both in-

plane displacements and strain. The principle is based on

images captured on the surface of the sample at two

loading steps. By digitalisation, these two images are

converted into different levels of light intensity. These

digitised images are subsequently correlated by an algo-

rithm to indicate the differences between them. Full-

plane stress and transversal isotropy assumptions are

used to take into account the volume variation com-

monly observed for these types of materials [6–9].

• Mechanical degradation characterisation is achieved by

fitting parameters from a suitable phenomenological

model. Other modelling alternatives are applied accord-

ing to the scale of observation. Microscopic (such as

D.N.L.R. for Distribution of Non-Linear Relaxations) and

mesoscopic approaches require local information on the

polymer microstructure [10–17]. In this paper, a phe-

nomenological modelling approach [18–22] based on

unified evolution of an elastic-plastic model under large

strain is presented. As the plasticity assumption is is-

ochoric, the dilatation phenomenon observed during

the tensile test is introduced through the change in

elastic parameters by a function of damage.

Although mechanical tests are performed on a macroscopic

scale, by varying the sample geometries (ISO 5272-1-A and

hourglass), it is possible to exhibit both macroscopic

behaviour and local phenomenon of PET (such as striction)

resulting from the microstructural mechanisms responsible

for its gradual transformation during the loading. The

experimental approach is thus based on

• the association of static loading/unloading experiments,

• a digital image analysis for the measurement of strain

distributions,

• a mechanical modelling to predict both the PET

behaviour and the impact of PET reprocessing on its

mechanical properties.

Details on the experimental testing are given in Materials

and Procedures. The DIC procedure is briefly presented.

The stress and strain distributions resulting from the

uniaxial loading tensile tests for two sample geometries

(normalised and hourglass specimens) are compared



the vicinity of the jaws. Thus, the creation of a curved

section induces stress heterogeneities throughout the sec-

tion. A finite element optimisation has been performed to

determine the radius of curvature, chosen here equal to

42.5 mm, that allows a stress gradient along the minimal

section of 5% MPa. The constant cross-section specimen

was used for a macro-homogeneous study, whereas the

hourglass sample enabled a necking study in the area of

minimum cross-section.

Tensile tests and photomechanics
The uniaxial tensile tests were performed using a Zwick

Z010 universal test setup with two different cross-head

speeds that are equivalent to a strain speed of 1.3 · 10)4 s)1

and 8.3 · 10)3 s)1 and a gauge size of 110 mm. The speci-

mens were clamped between the two jaws of the tensile test

device and were subjected to either monotonic or non-

monotonic loadings. The latter case refers to two loading–

unloading cycles both before and after the peak stress. The

nominal stress (rNy) is defined as the ratio between

the uniaxial force recorded by the test equipment (Fy) and

the initial cross-sectional area of the sample (S0) as

described in Equation (1):

rNy ¼ Fy=S0: (1)

During the tensile tests, the displacement of points

within a specific surface area on a specimen, known as

the Zone of Interest (ZOI), was also continuously mea-

sured. A camera CCD (Redlake Megaplus II) was placed in

front of the specimen, and the lens axis of the camera

was kept perpendicular to the surface of the sample.

Measurement of the two-dimensional in-plane displace-

ments was performed using correlation calculations

Crystallinity degree

% (±5%)

Carboxyl end-group concentration

Eq/106 g (±5 eq/106 g)

R1 33 47

R2 14 79

R3 18 96

R4 11 106

(A) (B)

Figure 1: Geometry of the standard iso 5272-1-A (A) and the
hourglass specimen (B) (quotations in mm, R radius of curvature),
thickness 4 mm

(Macroscopic Behaviour and Mesoscopic Behaviour –

Striction Instability). An initial analysis of the impact of 
successive extrusions on PET is subsequently achieved. To 
quantify this material’s degradation, a phenomenological 
model reproducing the experimental behaviour is used. Ana-

lytical modelling and finite element model updating (FEMU) 
coupled with DIC are used to define a set of constitutive 
parameters for each extruded sample (Constitutive Model).

Materials and Procedures

Materials

Post-consumer PET (labelled R1) was obtained by washing 
and milling bottles of various French trademarks. Scraps of 
PET were supplied by SOREPLA Recycling Center (Neuf-

chateau, France). A Differential Scanning Calorimeter (Per-

kin Elmer Diamond DSC, Walthman, MA, USA) was used to 
obtain thermographs of samples from which the percentage 
of crystallinity can be deduced. Solution viscosity mea-

surements were carried out in a viscosimeter Tuan-Fuoss. 
The intrinsic viscosity was obtained by extrapolation using 
the Huggins equation. The main PET characteristics are the 
following: intrinsic viscosity = 0.76 dL g)1, crystallinity = 
33%, density = 1.41, mean molecular weight = 
63 kg mol)1. The extrusion was performed with a single-

screw extruder (Compact; Fairex, Le Bourget, France) at 
260 �C with a screw rate of 80 rpm. The PET scraps were 
dried for 15 h at 120 �C in an oven to reduce the moisture 
content to <0.02%. ISO 5272-1-A samples were obtained by 
injection. PET was successively extruded 2, 3 and 4 times; 
the associated samples were labelled R2, R3 and R4, respec-

tively. It was observed [23] that the content of carboxyl end-

groups increases with the number of processing cycles, 
varying from 79 eq/106 g (R2) to 106 eq/106 g (R4)

(Table 1). The degree of crystallinity decreases after the 
second processing cycle (33% [R1] to 14% [R2]) and subse-

quently remains stable (18% [R3], 11% [R4]) (standard 
deviation of the results = ±5%). This behaviour is due to 
thermal and/or thermo-oxidative chain scissions that in-

duce an increase in carboxyl end-groups and a decrease in the 
mean molecular weight [24]. These preliminary results indi-

cate that the number of times PET is reprocessed has a con-

siderable impact on its molecular distribution and structure 
during extrusion, that is, on its final microstructure [25].

Uniaxial tensile tests were performed on two types of 
geometries. The first geometry corresponds to Standard 
ISO-5272-1-A; a curved central profile is realised on some of 
these samples to localise necking (Figure 1). This latter 
hourglass geometry prevents fractures from occurring in

Table 1: Crystallinity ratio and concentration of carboxyl end-
groups for reprocessed polyethylene terephthalate (R2, R3, R4)



involving digital image processing of the image

sequences acquired during the test (home–made Cin-

EMA� software) [26, 27].

Image correlation or ‘map-matching’ techniques, widely

used to compare two signals, are part of an optical method

used to measure the displacement fields on a surface sam-

ple by comparing pictures acquired at different states of

strain. Before the test, the inspected sample surface was

spray-painted with a thin layer of paint to give it an arti-

ficial granular appearance that is similar to speckle (see

image signature in Figure 2). With this image signature, a

subset of pixels must be statistically representative of the

light intensity distribution of a material point located at

the centre of the subset. Extended to the whole ZOI, the

correlation calculations return the kinematics of each dig-

ital pattern in the pre-defined virtual mesh. Next, the gauge

length and the two-dimensional digital extensometer have

to be defined. Knowing the sample width (10 mm –

ISO527) and minimising edge effects with the correlation

calculation, a gauge-length unit of 9 mm was used for

macroscopic measurements.

Strains are directly evaluated by derivative of the dis-

placements field obtained at the neighbouring points and

the components of the in-plane Green-Lagrange strain

tensor, E, can be expressed by the formula:

E ¼ 1=2ðFTF � IÞ; F ¼ @xðXÞ
@X

; uðXÞ ¼ xðXÞ � X (2)

where x(X) maps the initial coordinate, X, onto the current

coordinate, x, of a material particle and u is the displace-

ment vector. Capital boldface letters refer to second-order

tensors.

Let y be the tensile direction, z be the out-of-plane

direction and x-y be the planar surface such that (x, y, z) is

an orthonormal basis; ux, uy, uz refer to the projection of

the displacement vector according to x, y and z. The

components of the 2D Green-Lagrange strain tensor,

denoted by Exx, Eyy, Exy, are thus evaluated. A further ver-

ification will validate the lack of shearing (see Tensile Tests

on Standard Specimens on the experimental part) (Exy � 0)

and for the sake of simplicity, Exx and Eyy will be denoted

by Ex and Ey because (x, y, z) is a principal basis. Although

the transverse isotropy assumption is widely used to extend

the two-dimensional measurement to the entire volume

loaded in tension, it is also questionable: this hypothesis

was also validated by some authors especially on a high-

density polyethylene (HDPE) or a polycarbonate (PC)

specimen [28, 29]. They have made three-dimensional

optical measurements and have showed on tensile speci-

mens that until about 50 and 30% of nominal strain for

HDPE and PC respectively, transverse isotropy assumption

is satisfied. Beyond this strain level, the specimen contracts

more in the thinner direction than it does in the wider

direction, and three-dimensional measurements are

required to calculate accurately the true stress and the

volumetric strain. These studies thus show that the trans-

verse anisotropy depends on both the rectangular section

and the nature of the material. In the case of elastomeric

material, this hypothesis has been validated until 3% of

axial stretch on 30 · 4 · 2 mm3 shape sample [30]. More-

over, it is interesting to notice that the transverse isotropy

assumption is also validated upon the occurrence of

necking.
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Figure 2: Nominal stress–strains curve (rNy)ey) (rNy)Ey): strain profiles of longitudinal Lagrangian strain (Ey) evaluated by DIC on the
vertical axis of symmetry (R2 specimen). DIC, digital image correlation



EV ¼
DV

V0
¼ k2

xky � 1 where ki ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2Ei þ 1

p
; i ¼ x; y (3)

V is the current volume, V0 the original volume and kx

(or y) are the in-plane principal stretch ratios in the x (or y)

direction.

The macroscopic true stress can be therefore calculated as

rtrue ¼ Fy=kxkzS0:

The experimental strain, ey, determined from the dis-

placements of the clamps, can also be continuously mea-

sured and compared to Ey during the test run.

Macroscopic Behaviour

Tensile tests on standard specimens
Digital image correlation is achieved on a regular mesh of 9

by 9 mm2 on the standard shape specimen and enables the

identification of homogeneous in-plane Lagrange deforma-

tion tensor components: Ex, Ey in the principal basis. These

latter dimensions determine the gauge length of the two-

dimensional digital extensometer. The results of the com-

parison between the Lagrangian strain evaluated by DIC (Ey)

and the nominal strain (ey) show a similar evolution until

4.2% of nominal strain (Figure 2). It should be noted that

although results are deduced from two different gauge sizes

(110 mm for the jaw displacements and 9 mm for the DIC),

they are perfectly reproducible until this level of strain. After

that point, the stress and strain deduced from DIC decrease,

whereas the nominal strain, ey, still increases. The macro-

scopic study is focused on the homogeneous behaviour of

the sample (before the onset of the necking). For this speci-

men, the necking began in the jaw vicinity and induced the

diminution of load and the lagrangian strain (Ey) while

nominal strain (ey) still increases. In the interesting zone, at

the central part of the specimen, the deformation profiles,

evaluated by DIC and associated with a 2-mm gage length,

show the strain homogeneity upon the growth of the

necking (Figure 2). Another finding regarding the behaviour

curve is that the mechanical behaviour stays homogeneous

beyond the stress peak: therefore, the decrease of the state of

stress following the stress peak is associated with softening of

the material. The decrease of the nominal stress when the

signals corresponding to different lengths of separate gauge

is associated with the onset of necking instability. In the

remainder of this section, the results presented correspond

to a homogeneous field response, before the onset of neck-

ing phenomenon. The localisation phenomena will be fully

studied specifically in Mesoscopic Behaviour – Striction

Instability of this paper.

During the homogeneous response of the material and

until striction phenomenon, out-of-plane displacement

has not impact on in-plane strain measurement. An LVDT

sensor located in contact with the specimen leads to an

out-of-plane motion <8/10 mm which induces an in-plane-

strain error <10)3. This outcome is the result of the choice

of magnification (30 lm per pixel) which represents a

compromise between high spatial resolution and low effect

of out-of-plane motion on the strain in-plane. Further

information on these calibration methods is provided in

the reference [9].

Stress–strain curves, in association with their deforma-

tion-time curves, are shown in Figures 3 and 4 for the

twice-reprocessed recycled PET (R2) from which the load-

ing–unloading cycles are performed before (Figure 3) and

after the yield point (Figure 4). First, the lack of macro-

scopic shearing (Exy < 1.35 10)4 measured by DIC validates

both the type of test in tension and the similarity between

the both coordinate systems associated with the camera

and to the loading (Figures 3A and 4A). The tensile stress–

strain curve shows a stress maximum (peak stress) followed

by stress softening. These stages of the deformation process

can qualitatively be related to the microscopic deformation

mechanisms of the semi-crystalline polymer. First, elon-

gation of the amorphous tie chains occurs; second, slip and

tilting of crystalline lamellar chains occurs; and third, the

orientation of crystal blocks occurs [31].

The first tensile-test cycle (Figure 3) indicates the range

of elastic deformation (elastic loading and unloading be-

fore 2% of strain) followed by the peak stress. In the second

cycle performed after the peak stress (Figure 4), a return to

zero stress produces a sizeable plastic deformation. In

addition, the slope of these both curves remains constant

between loading and unloading, thereby confirming an

elastic behaviour response of the material during unload-

ing steps.

(A) (B)

Figure 3: Cyclic loading before the peak stress: (A) Lagrangian strains (Ex, Ey, Exy) versus time for the R2 specimen (B) Nominal stress (rNy) –
Lagrangian strains (Ex, Ey, Exy) curve for the R2 specimen

So for this study, volumetric strain was calculated using 
front-view data only and assuming transverse isotropy. It is 
therefore possible, to record the volume strain, EV, up to  
large deformations, where EV is defined as



Figure 5 shows the stress–strain curves for R2, R3 and R4.

Apparently, before the onset of the necking (homogeneous

mechanical response of the material), the mechanical

behaviour is not influenced by reprocessing. Constitutive

Model relates specifically the study of necking for which

further local analyses are necessary to assess the common

assumption that reprocessing induces chemical, and thus,

mechanical damage on the material.

Influence of strain rate
Tensile tests were performed at two loading speeds (1 and

10 mm min)1) to highlight the effect of loading speed on

the mechanical behaviour of PET. Figure 6 presents the

uniaxial stress–strain curve of PET performed at various

strain rates. The first observation is that the yield stress

slightly increases with an increasing strain rate. Neverthe-

less, for the sake of simplicity, the time dependence was

neglected in this study. Several authors [15] take into ac-

count this time dependence through a two-phase repre-

sentation of semi-crystalline polymers at a mesoscopic level

under large strain.

Volume strain
Digital image correlation enables the evaluation of volume

strain using the transverse isotropy assumption (Equation

3). The DIC results indicate a similar increase in the volume

strain for all specimens (Figure 7A). Under the assumption

of small deformation, a simplified elastic-analysis leads to

the elastic volume strain [Figure 7B, where EV_exp is the

experimental volume strain as defined in Equation (3)]

EV an ¼
1� m

E
rNy (4)

where E and m are, respectively, the Young’s modulus

(deduced from the initial slope of the stress/strain curve)

and the Poisson’s ratio.

First, with the specimen below 2% of strain, in the

elastic stage, the elastic assumption enables the determi-

nation of volumetric changes (EV � EV anÞ. For a level of

strains above 2%, the volumetric strain increases mono-

tonically; bleaching of the sample under uniaxial tension

is commonly observed and is associated with crazing,

cavitation and significant dilatation. This phenomenon,

already observed by G’Sell et al. [8], explains the devel-

opment of the damage processes before the peak stress.

Figure 5: Nominal stress (rNy) – strain (Ey) curve as a function of
PET reprocessing (R2, R3, R4). PET, polyethylene terephthalate

(A) (B)

Figure 4: Cyclic loading after the peak stress: (A) Lagrangian strains (Ex, Ey, Exy) versus time for the R2 specimen (B) Nominal stress (rNy) –
Lagrangian strains (Ex, Ey, Exy) curve for the R2 specimen

(A) (B)

Figure 6: (A) Strains (Ex, Ey) versus time (B) Nominal stress (rNy) – strains (Ex, Ey) curve at two loading speeds (1 and 10 mm min)1) (R2
specimen)



This behaviour is significantly different than that

expected from the commonly accepted isochoric assump-

tion, thereby proving that the strain-dependant elastic

assumption is necessary, even at very low strain. Zaı̈ri

et al. [16] studied the behaviour of a two-phase material

and described its volume variation with the void-growth

concept under the assumption of transverse isotropy. In

other studies [24, 25], the authors attribute volume

change to the compressibility of the amorphous phase.

The purpose of the next section is to study the necking

instability.

Mesoscopic Behaviour – Striction Instability

Tensile tests on curved specimens – DIC
Two-dimensional fields of in-plane displacements were

measured according to the digital processing as mentioned

in Tensile Tests and Photomechanics. The curved geometry

induces necking localisation in the zone of interest. Figure 8

(A) (B)

Figure 7: (A) Volumetric strain (EV) versus Lagrangian strain (Ey) (R2, R3 and R4) (B) Analytical (EV_an) and experimental volumetric strain
(EV_exp) versus Lagrangian strain (EV)

Figure 8: Geometric instability due to necking: load versus time, strain profiles of longitudinal Lagrangian strain (Ey) evaluated by DIC
versus position along a vertical axis (R2 specimen). DIC, digital image correlation



shows the reference image of an R2 curved specimen, the

evolution of load and axial lagrangian strain as a function of

axial vertical position at several level of load. The deforma-

tion profiles have been evaluated by DIC associated with a

2-mm gage length. At a low level of strain (at a step before the

stress peak), macroscopic behaviour can be considered as

homogeneous: only a gradient associated with the progres-

sive reduction of the resistive section is observed. After this

time, strain profiles reflect the onset of necking instability.

This observation is in accordance with Tensile Tests on

Standard Specimens in which homogeneous behaviour has

been considered until 4.2%. In this case, the geometry of the

sample with a constant section must delay necking. For the

localisation test, the curved profiles of the sample generate a

minimum section which is the weak point where necking

can grow between 2 and 3% of strain. It is important to note

that the in-plane strain presented here is essentially quali-

tative and informs us about the phenomenology of the

necking instability: in the necking zone, the specimen sur-

face is both no longer plane and no longer parallel to the lens

axis of the camera. The interpretation of the tensile tests

performed on curved specimens necessitates mechanical

modelling based on the Finite Element Method. This mod-

elling presented in Constitutive Model integrates both the

in-plane displacement fields from DIC which constitute a

part of the necessary information. This modelling associated

with optical-strain measurements provides information

about the damaged area and enables local-strain analysis

during tensile tests.

Damaging mechanisms – observation by SEM
To complete these observations, uniaxial-deformation tests

were performed in a scanning electron microscope (SEM)

using a tensile stage. Microstructure evolution was exam-

ined on cryofractured samples 4 · 1 mm approximatively

in size. These thin foils were cut parallel to the direction of

the applied stress and polished for a short time (30–60 s).

Tensile deformation was performed inside the SEM (with

the SEM accelerating voltage set at 15 kV) using a dis-

placement control. These in-situ experiments were recorded

on DV-Cam (20 frames per second). Thin sections were

tested at a constant tensile strain rate of 5.10)4 s)1 and at

room temperature. Typical selected images are shown in

Figure 9A–C and reveal damage mechanism related to

surface cavitation. These cavities are mainly responsible for

the mechanical softening behaviour observed under ten-

sion [6] (see Volume Strain).

Constitutive Model

Phenomenological modelling of the mechanical behaviour
Sequenced tensile tests confirm the coexistence between

two complementary phenomena: plasticity (with a

permanent deformation) and volumetric dilatation that

plasticity is unable to describe. To address both of these

phenomena, a classical elastoplastic law associated with the

strain-dependant elastic components in the framework of

large strain was employed. In [29] authors model PC vol-

umetric behaviour with plastic relaxation and cavitation.

Confining our attention to isothermal situations, the

material model is based on the multiplicative split of the

deformation gradient, F, into elastic, Fe, and plastic, Fp,

parts F = Fe Fp.

The Helmholtz free energy is assumed to be defined as

follows:

w ¼ weðFeF
T
e ; pÞ þ wpðpÞ (5)

where qwe ¼ 1
2 CðpÞðBe � 1Þ2 is an isotropic function of the

elastic left-tensor of Cauchy Green, Be ¼ FeF
T
e , wp is the part

of the free energy associated with plastic hardening/soft-

ening phenomena in the material, as detailed later, p is the

accumulated plastic strain and C is the stiffness matrix (a

fourth-order tensor).

Under the assumption of homogeneity and isotropy, the

elastic stiffness matrix depends therefore upon E(p) and

m(p) which are respectively, the Young’s modulus and the

Poisson’s ratio, both depending on the accumulated plastic

deformation, p.

In the present work, a continuous damage mechanics

model was applied to reproduce the volume variation.

Damage evolution is driven only by accumulated plastic

strain [32]. In [33], authors have modelled volumetric

variation of an extruded PEHD material through evolution

of both Young modulus and Poisson coefficient [5 (2)

parameters enable a description of Young modulus (Pois-

son ratio)]. Note that in Figure 7A, the volumetric variation

follows a bilinear stage evolution, likewise for all the

specimens. In fact, despite the observed microstructural

changes, the elastic parameters did not change with

(A) (B) (C)

Figure 9: SEM micrograph of R2 taken from the same sample area at three different nominal strain levels: (A) ey = 2.5% (B) ey = 2.8%
(C) ey = 3.7%



E¼ E m1 exp �a1pð Þþm2 exp �a2pð Þ½ � ; m1þm2 ¼ 1; E 2 E;0
� �

(6)

m ¼ m m1 exp �a1pð Þ þm2 exp �a2pð Þ½ � ; m1 þm2 ¼ 1; m 2 m; 0½ �
(7)

The dissipation inequality is fulfilled, and the nominal

Cauchy stress tensor (and thus rNx; rNy; rNxy) is

r ¼ 2q
@we

@Be
Be; R ¼ q

@we

@p
þ q

@wp

@p
¼ Re þ Rp (8)

This equation leads to the evolution equations:

Dp ¼ dk
@f

@s
; _p ¼ �dk

@f

@R
; (9)

where s is the deviatoric part of the Cauchy stress, and k is

obtained from the constituency condition, df = 0.

In this equation, the isotropic-yield function of Von

Mises is performed:

f ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
s : s
p

� Rp (10)

with

Rp¼R0þQ1ð1�e�b1pÞþQ2ð1�e�b2pÞ; Q1 >0; Q2 <0; b1; b2 >0

(11)

where Rp is the drag stress such that _p¼dk. A nonlinear

isotropic hardening that yields a two-term saturation evo-

lution was chosen. This model reproduces the classical

polymer strain–stress curve, that is, a drop of stress after the

yield stress and an asymptotic softening stage.

The intrinsic dissipation can be written as follows:

D ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
s:s
p

� Rp

� �
� 1

2

@CðpÞ
@p

ðBe � 1Þ2
� �	 


_p (12)

Owing to the non-negativity of the plastic multiplier, dk,

the first component of the dissipation fulfilled the condi-

tion that it be a positive quantity. Moreover, because a1, a2,

m1, m2 are assumed to be positive, and @EðpÞ
@p � 0 and

@mðpÞ
@p � 0, the second term in the bracket is thus positive.

The proposed model involves four elastic constants (a1,

a2, m1, m2) related to the volume variation and five

parameters for the plasticity (R0, Q1, b1, Q2, b2) reproducing

the softening and unloading behaviour. Let us denote by

h ¼ E0; t0;m1; a1;m2; a2;R0;Q1; b1;Q2; b2½ � this set of constit-

utive parameters.

Identification of the parameters of the model

Identification on the basis of homogeneous tests
A first identification is obtained from the macro-homoge-

neous results of Macroscopic Behaviour. From both the full

Lagrange strain tensor identified by DIC and the nominal

stresses, the material behaviour can be determined. From

the previous Equations (6–11) and with the knowledge of

the elastic left Cauchy Green tensor, the in-plane nominal

stress tensor is determined as a function of h. This stress

evaluation is performed in Matlab�. Let us denote h� to be

the set of constitutive parameters that minimise both

Jx ¼ rNxðhÞ (tensile-loading transverse stress is not ex-

pected) and Jy ¼ rNyðhÞ � rNy (see part (a) in Figure 10).

The results of the macro-homogeneous identification

process are listed in Table 2.

Consequently, as a first interpretation, reprocessing

seems unlikely to affect neither the initial elastic parame-

ters nor their strain-dependant behaviours, while the val-

ues in Table 1 suggest that micro-structural evolution oc-

curs. The corresponding stress-time curves are shown in

Figure 11 for the R2 specimen, with unloading occurring

before and after the peak stress. These figures demonstrate

that the model efficiency, particularly for plastic strains, is

in accordance with the deterioration of elastic properties

due to damage (Figure 11B). Nevertheless, discrepancies

after the second loading cycle are observed.

In Figure 12A, one can follow the associated evolution of

the elastic parameters as a function of axial strain for the

fitted parameters (R2 formulation). The Young’s modulus

and Poisson’s ratio decrease from 2% of strain to reproduce

the volumetric variation (Figure 7A). The accumulated

plastic strain increases simultaneously and remains con-

stant during unloading (Figure 12B).

Even after the fourth cycle of reprocessing, there is no

significant change in the elastic properties of the material,

although several authors observed an increase of PET stiff-

ness during recycling processes [34–36]. In a previous work

[23], large disparities in the rheological (and thus

mechanical) behaviours of PET versus reprocessing cycles

were presented. In fact, polymer thermal-oxidation induces

chain scissions in ‘well-oxygenated’ extruder zones,

whereas chain couplings predominate in ‘low-oxygenated’

extruder zones. Consequently, the material behaviour is

closely related to the extruder geometry and size. Never-

theless, the literature shows that reprocessing leads to

structural changes, such as the formation of hydroxyl- and

carbonyl-groups, chain scissions or extensions, branching

(A) (B)

Figure 10: Identification procedure

Table 2: Materials parameters (elastic and plastic) fitted from the
standardised test for reprocessed polyethylene terephthalate (R2,
R3, R4)

�E �v m1 m1 a1 a2 R0 Q1 b1 Q2 b2

R2 2485 0.14 0.8 0.2 0.7 0.1 42 30 350 )39 40

R3 2580 0.16 0.8 0.2 0.7 0.1 43 30 350 )39 40

R4 2570 0.17 0.8 0.2 0.7 0.1 42 30 350 )50 38

reprocessing (Table 1). Two steady negative exponentials 
were combined. Each of these exponentials contributes to 
the decrease and the stabilisation of the elastic properties. 
The evolution of the elastic parameters is described as fol-

lows:



or cross linking [37]. It seems that melt processing affects

the plastic parameters. Indeed after the 4-times extrusion,

the Q2 parameter and thus the drag stress decrease

(Table 2). This stress represents the softening caused by

plastic deformation and is clearly decreasing after the

fourth extrusion; in terms of the microstructure, the drag

stress represents the effect of a developing microstructure

on the initial yielding behaviour.

Simulation/analytical – finite element modelling
For local modelling, the heterogeneous strain and stress

induced by a curved specimen require a considerably more

complicated protocol. Because of both the large strain level

that was achieved and the strain gradient combined with

localisation phenomena, the process used in this study is

based on an iterative fine-search method. The principle of

the technique is fully presented in [26, 27]. Indeed, image

analysis (IA) on the undeformed state and DIC are com-

bined to define the shape of the sample from which a

realistic mesh and a list of points where DIC can be applied

are established. In this case, a post-processor for the eval-

uation of the local strain allows a determination of the

gauge length of the two-dimensional extensometer.

Depending on the meshing conditions, the smallest

dimension of the gauge length is c. 1 mm. This value is the

result of mesh sensibility study; this length is sufficient to

produce reproducible necking phenomenon. As explained

above, the onset of the necking is not modelled by intro-

ducing a geometrical default but is a consequence of

boundary conditions deduced from DIC measurements

imposed on the sample boundary. At the end of the pro-

cedure, 3D displacement fields and the components of

strain are computed by using the post-processor of the FE

code.

Concretely, the mechanical modelling is based on the

Finite Element Method (using ZeBuLON�, Paris School of

Mines, Paris, France [38]) and integrates both the in-plane

displacement fields from DIC and the mechanical behav-

iour aspects. In this simulation, out-of-plane displacements

are supposed to be free. It should be noted that the

geometry adopted led to a quasi-square section (4 mm

thickness, 5 mm width) that promotes the validity of the

assumption of transverse isotropy. To understand the local

behaviour better and to simulate necking, realistic bound-

ary conditions and geometry were used. In-plane bound-

aries conditions are measured by DIC. A heterogeneous

prescribed displacement is applied to the boundary of the

sample (see Figure 13). Finite elements analyses were rea-

lised on a 3D (1800 thetraedric elements) extruded struc-

ture because the localised necking may induce zone triaxial

effect [39]. Shape, mesh of the sample and associated

boundary conditions can be found in Figure 13.

Assuming the appropriate material behaviour, the finite

element solution for this simulation first confirms the

localisation phenomena, even at low macroscopic strain, as

well as the large strain behaviour.

The observed response from the experiments is denoted

m(t) at each step of time t (e.g. displacements, strains and

(A) (B)

Figure 12: (A) Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio versus Lagrangian strain (Ey) (R2, R3, R4) (B) Evolution of the accumulated plastic
strain (p) with respect to Lagrangian axial strain (Ey) for the R2 specimen

(A) (B)

Figure 11: Macro-homogeneous identification: nominal stresses (rNx, rNy) versus Lagrangian strain (Ey) for the R2 specimen (A) with
unloading before the yield point (B) with unloading after the yield point



forces), and the corresponding information from the model

is denoted h(h, t). A nonlinear optimisation procedure

based on the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm was used to

adjust the material parameters in the FEM simulation

numerically such that the calculated response matched the

experimental one in a least-squares sense. This last strategy

is called the FEMU approach and is fully presented in sep-

arate papers [40, 41]. In certain cases, the authors used the

Boundary Element Method (BEM) or the Virtual Fields

Method (VFM) instead of the Finite Element Method, but

the overall principle remains the same. An overview of the

identification methods of the mechanical parameters based

on full-field measurements can be found in the paper by

Avril et al. [42].

A first simulation with macroscopic fitted parameters

(E0; t0;m1; a1;m2; a2 in Table 2) was conducted and led to a

load response that is underestimated for all formulations

(see F_num for the R2 specimen in Figure 14A). Neverthe-

less, the model reproduces qualitatively the major aspects

of the complex response that is managed by the plastic

effects and volumetric changes. As a result, the strain-

dependant elastic parameters are considered to be well fit-

ted by the macro-homogeneous procedure. Moreover, the

plastic fitted parameters are used as the initial values in the

second optimisation procedure. Obviously, by considering

the experimental loading curve as a target for the optimi-

sation procedure, a set of parameters for each formulation

of the FEMU procedure described in the previous section

0% 115%

(A) (B)

Figure 14: Local identification: evolution of experimental load (Fy) and numerical load (Fy_num) versus time computed (A) with the
parameters of the macro-homogeneous test (B) after the identification procedure (R2)

Figure 13: Mesh and boundary conditions for the finite element analysis



can be defined. After 10 iterations, each iterative scheme

produces a set of solution, each of which corresponds to a

good fit (see for example Figure 14B for R2 sample and the

associated strain cartography). The associated results are

summarised in Table 3.

Local parameter identification enables a differentiation

between the samples. The plasticity parameters decrease

[R0 and Q1 in Equation (11)] with the number of extru-

sions. The interpretation might be that the force required

for the elongation of the specimens and the strain hard-

ening increase with the number of extrusions. Obviously,

this new set of parameters reproduces the global stress–

strain response observed in the standardised test (see

Figure 15 for the R2 specimen).

Conclusions
A relevant methodology for mechanical behaviour char-

acterisation by means of non-contact two-dimensional

kinematic field measurements coupled with homogeneous

and non-homogeneous tensile tests is developed. A phe-

nomenological elastic, damageable and plastic modelling is

proposed. Homogeneous tests are used to describe the

strain-dependant elastic behaviour, and DIC coupled with

a finite element simulation lead to the plastic parameters.

The associated plasticity and damageable elasticity enable a

consistent modelling of PET under localisation. This pro-

cedure allows the prediction of the local and global

mechanical response of the material. Consequently, the

elastic properties seem to be nearly unchanged in further

reprocessing cycles, and thus, standardised tests are not

able to explain the microstructural evolution associated

with reprocessing. It appears that the elastic strain-

dependant behaviour is unable to describe the micro-

structural changes, while the plastic parameters seem to

depend on the number of extrusions. These results dem-

onstrate that during its mechanical recycling by extrusion,

PET undergoes irreversible modifications of its macromo-

lecular structure that are induced by a variety of chemical

processes. Reprocessing using data measured locally by

image correlation increases the Q1-plastic coefficient (28,

31 and 47% higher for the doubly-, triply- and quadruply

processed PET, respectively).

The object of future works will concern using finite ele-

ment software to apply this inverse method to the micro-

structural processes of deformation in a damageable area

that is characterised by analytical and optical measure-

ments (e.g. SEC, IR or NMR).
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